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Abstract
Accurate 2D lung nodules segmentation from medical
Computed Tomography (CT) images is crucial in medical
applications. Most current approaches cannot achieve pre-
cise segmentation results that preserving both rich edge de-
tails description and smooth transition representations be-
tween image regions due to the tininess, complexities, and
irregularities of lung nodule shapes. To address this issue,
we propose a novel Cascaded Generative Adversarial Net-
work (CasGAN) to cope with CT images super-resolution
and segmentation tasks, in which the semantic soft seg-
mentation form on precise lesion representation is intro-
duced for the first time according to our knowledge, and
lesion edges can be retained accurately after our segmen-
tation that can promote rapid acquisition of high-quality
large-scale annotation data based on RECIST weak super-
vision information. Extensive experiments validate that our
CasGAN outperforms the state-of-the-art methods greatly
in segmentation quality, which is also robust on the appli-
cation of medical images beyond lung nodules. Besides,
we provide a challenging lung nodules soft segmentation
dataset of medical CT images for further studies.
1. Introduction
Accurate 2D lung nodules segmentation from Computed
Tomography (CT) scans plays a crucial role in Computer-
Aided Diagnosis (CAD) tasks, such as quantitative disease
progression, pathology detection, radiomics analysis, surgi-
cal assistance. It is a challenging problem because the med-
ical CT is a low dose scan for the safety of the human body,
so CT images are usually low resolution and high noise. As
shown in Figure 1, the lung nodule lesions are usually small
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(5˜10 mm), which brings great trouble for the segmentation,
especially for the low-resolution images. Direct interpola-
tion of lesions into high-resolution images may lead to the
loss of information on many pathological structures. Be-
sides, lung nodule lesions often have irregular shapes, and
the binary mask edges may be extremely complex as the
GGO nodule (Figure 1(d)). In this case, even manual la-
beling cannot preserve the details of these edges. Finally,
lung lesions are diverse with similar visual characteristics
to their surroundings, making the manually labeling for the
segmentation tedious and time-consuming, even for expe-
rienced doctors. At present, the labeling of many publicly
available lung nodule segmentation datasets is not accurate
enough, and the labeling of the same lesion by different doc-
tors is also very different.
Based on the above facts, the accurately labeled medi-
cal image segmentation datasets are rare in clinical practice.
Currently, Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors
(RECIST) is widely adopted in clinical monitoring of can-
cer patients, and many modern hospitals Picture Archiving
and Communication Systems (PACS) have stored a large
amount of lesion diameter measurement data linked CT im-
ages. Deeplesion dataset [36] published images of lesions
labeled with RECIST, containing a lot of lung nodule data.
Some researchers [5] employed the RECIST long and short
axes as the weak supervision information to finish the seg-
mentation task without the artificial pixel-level mask anno-
tation, needing constant manual selection and multiple iter-
ations with a lot of time and efforts.
To obtain accurate lung nodules segmentation, we pro-
pose a new method as shown in Figure 3. The contributions
are listed as follows:
• The soft mask is introduced for the first time in the
segmentation task of lung nodules according to our
knowledge. We verified its advantages and effective-
ness through a series of experiments.
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Figure 1: Various types of lung nodules from LIDC, the first line is the original image, and the second line is the binary mask
labeled by the doctor. From left to right: isolated nodule, tiny nodule, cavitary nodule, GGO nodule, juxtapleural nodule and
calcific nodule.
• A soft mask labeling method is given, which can use
RECIST annotation or existing binary mask to obtain
large-scale data. A new dataset (LNSM) is provided,
containing 1500 soft segmentation lesions.
• A new network named Cascaded Generative Adversar-
ial Network(CasGAN) for accurate lung nodules seg-
mentation is proposed, which can cope with CT im-
ages super-resolution and Soft mask generation tasks
simultaneously. We have performed extensive evalua-
tions on multiple datasets and verified that our method
has the state-of-the-art performance.
2. Related work
In clinical routine, manual or semi-manual techniques
for lesion segmentation of CT images are applied, which are
subjective, operator-dependent and very time-consuming.
Therefore, many automatic methods have been proposed
to conquer this challenge, especially for lung nodules
segmentation, such as morphological operations based
method [18], Conditional Random Field (CRF) based
method [35], region growth based method [11], energy op-
timization based method [8] and so on. However, these
hand-craft feature-based methods are not widely applied in
clinics, due to their speed and robustness on heterogeneous,
low-contrast CT images in real-life.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have gained new
attention for medical image analysis and processing. Se-
mantic image segmentation methods based on Full Con-
volutional Networks (FCN) [24], Mask R-CNN [14], U-
Net [31] [10] and double-branch residual network (DB-
ResNet) [6] were developed for CT image segmentation
with highly competitive results compared to traditional
methods. Afterwards, Unet++ [38] connected the encoder
and decoder through a series of nested convolutional blocks
and achieved advanced results.
Although deep learning based methods have largely re-
duced the need for manual feature extraction in CT image
segmentation, days to weeks are still required to manually
label the training and testing segmentation data. Recently,
deeplesion dataset [36] published labeled lesions images,
containing a lot of lung nodule data. Some weakly super-
vised semantic segmentation methods [5] [22] [28] also use
the RECIST long and short axes as the weak supervision in-
formation to train iterative CNN models and generate more
segmentation data. But the challenges in CT image segmen-
tation remain. On one hand, most current CT segmenta-
tion algorithms (both traditional methods and deep learning
based approaches) and evaluation criteria (such as IOU and
Dice) only focus on binary segmentation area, which are not
enough to accurately represent lesion details, especially for
pixels that may belong partially to more than one segment.
These details are essential for high-quality quantitative dis-
ease progression and radiomics analysis.
On the other hand, CT image segmentation still suffers
from low resolution, high noise, and low contrast prob-
lems. Some methods use CNN to improve image qual-
ity [19] [21] [13], which may provide a good solution to
solve the problem of lung nodule enlargement. In particular,
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) can also be used
to train the CNN model, especially the multi-stage model
based on the generation of antagonist network [33], which
adopts the stacking GAN method to improve the resolution
and contrast of CT successively. However, due to the lack
of high-resolution CT images, low-quality images are often
generated from the original images via down-sampling.
In sum, most current approaches cannot achieve precise
segmentation results that preserving both rich edge details
description and smooth transition representations between
image regions due to the tininess, complexities, and irregu-
larities of lung nodule shapes. These issues are exactly what
we concern about in this paper.
3. Proposed Method
Unlike many natural images, CT images are often noisy
and suffer from low resolution. Directly segmenting tiny
lung nodules in such images may generate undesirable vi-
sual artifacts and edges with low accuracy. Many segmen-
tation masks of open datasets are low quality, which can-
not meet the needs of accurate segmentation. Therefore,
we introduced soft mask as a new form of segmentation.
We propose a novel Cascaded Generative Adversarial Net-
work (CasGAN) to conquer the low dose medical CT im-
ages (Figure 3). Firstly, we employ SRGAN [19] to gener-
ate a higher resolution image with enhanced boundary and
contrast from original CT images. Then, based on the en-
hanced image and a bilinear interpolation image, we pro-
pose a novel Soft mask segmentation GAN(SoftGAN) layer
to generate the soft mask. Our soft mask not only has accu-
rate segmentation results and better visualization, but also
can be used to improve the results of binary segmentation
by softening the binary labels or inputting as prior informa-
tion.
3.1. Soft Mask for Lung Nodules Segmentation
3.1.1 Definition of Soft Mask:
In medical image processing, lung nodules are usually la-
beled and segmented in the form of binary mask. However,
there are many disadvantages with binary mask labeling for
the lung nodules. First, it does not describe the edge de-
tails and morphological features of the lung nodules, which
cause additional anatomical information about lesion struc-
ture in these marginal regions to be ignored. In addition, the
labeling is extremely unbalanced since most of the regions
are labeled as non-lesion in the binary mask [17], and this
imbalance impairs the training effect of the network a lot.
To overcome the weakness of the binary mask, we intro-
duce soft mask labeling strategy for the first time to build
CT dataset of lung nodules segmentation that using soft an-
notation method to preserve more information on the edge
of the lesion. Inspired by matting task, we define the soft
mask label value Ii of the i-th pixel as a linear combination
of the lesion label Fi and non-lesion label Bi:
Ii = αiFi + (1− αi)Bi (1)
All the αi of the image can compose as an alpha matte
matrix α. Then, we take the closed-form solution in closed-
form-matting algorithm [20] for extracting the α from a CT
image.
3.1.2 Labeling of Soft Mask:
Based on our soft mask strategy, we should construct a soft
mask segmentation dataset for the training of lung nodules
segmentation networks. Manual labeling the image to a soft
mask form is tough work, as the edge details cannot be pre-
served precisely during the interaction process. Here we
firstly generate the trimap including the determined fore-
ground, the determined background and the unknown re-
gion, and then use it for the close-form-matting base soft
mask generation.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2: Trimaps and masks. (a) lesion images with RE-
CIST labels. (b) trimaps. (c) soft masks. (d) binary masks.
(1)Trimap Generation: Ideally, the trimap should con-
sist of very small unknown regions around the foreground
boundary and contain only partial or mixed pixels, and the
accuracy of the trimap is one of the important factors affect-
ing the performance of the matting algorithm. However,
generating such a precise trimap requires a lot of manual
work and is undesirable. For different data, we have de-
signed the following three strategies for generating trimap:
• Trimap Generation with RECIST annotations:
Inspired by [5], we can generate a high-quality trimap
by the grabcut segmentation algorithm based on the
RECIST long and short axes as the foreground region,
and use the grabcut algorithm to initially segment the
image. The result obtained by the grabcut algorithm
is processed by the image morphology operation to
perform erosion and dilation processing. The obtained
trimap images are shown in Figure 2(b).
• Trimap Generation with inconsistent annotations
of different doctors: In LIDC dataset, each lesion
contains inconsistent binary mask annotations of four
doctors. We set the intersection of these masks labeled
by multiple doctors as the foreground lesion area.
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Figure 3: Our CasGAN network structure. High-resolution lesion images (ISR) is generated by SRGAN from the original
CT image, the ISR image and the original image resized by bilinear interpolation are fed into our SoftGAN to generate
accurate soft mask image(ISM ).
Then, we set the complement of the union of these
labeled masks to the non-lesion area, and other areas
are uncertainty area.
• Trimap Generation with binary masks: Using mor-
phology operation process the binary mask according
to its area size.The foreground area is obtained through
the erosion operation, the non-lesion area is obtained
through the dilation, and the uncertainty area is in the
middle.
(2)Soft Mask Generation: In general, the matting al-
gorithm is initialized with the image foreground and back-
ground regions from the trimap, and produces segmentation
using iterative energy minimization. Our practice validates
that the closed-form-matting algorithm is suitable for CT
images of lung nodules with complex boundaries and burrs.
The images processed by the algorithm have better visual
effects. After a slight selection and iteration, we select 1500
CT images to build our soft mask dataset of lung nodules
(LNSM).
Actually, after obtaining the soft mask, it can be con-
verted into a binary mask by setting an appropriate thresh-
old. As the matting improves the accuracy compared to the
method only using grabcut [5], our method only needs half
the number of iterations to get the same quality of masks
with 20 ms per image (for 256 × 256 image: trimap 5ms,
matting 15ms).
3.2. Soft Segmentation via CasGAN
3.2.1 SRGAN for CT Image Super-resolution:
In original CT images, the lung nodule diameter is usu-
ally very tiny (5˜10 mm), which is harmful to the accu-
rate segmentation. Direct interpolation of the lesion image
may result in loss of pathological structural information. In
order to learn the mapping from low-resolution lesion in-
put images (ILR) to high-resolution lesion images (ISR),
we downsample the lung nodule image of the Deeplesion
dataset [36] from 512 × 512 to 128 × 128 for training
the advanced SRGAN [19], and use our trained SRGAN
to generate high-resolution CT images. SRGAN has been
successfully used for natural-image super-resolution, pro-
ducing high-quality images with more visual details and
edges compared to their low-resolution counterparts, and
our practice validate that SRGAN can improve visual clar-
ity and contrast of lung nodule images, which are useful for
subsequent lung nodule segmentation.
3.2.2 SoftGAN for CT Image Soft Segmentation:
In order to achieve accurate segmentation of lung nodules
by neural networks, the soft mask image can be taken as
the ground truth segmentation, and the super-resolution im-
age of lung nodules can be employed to enhance the input
CT image. Inspired by SRGAN [19] and SegGAN [37],
we introduce the adversarial learning strategy in the classic
U-net segmentation network, using a pixel wise discrimi-
nator to supervise the segmentation results. Our Soft Mask
Segmentation GAN(SoftGAN) layer consists of segmentor
(GSeg) and discriminator(DSeg)(Figure 3). As shown in
Figure 4, in order to preserve more information about the
original lesion image, we bilinear interpolate the original
image with the same resolution of the high resolution image
ISR generated by SRGAN, and concatenate them together
into a condition image as the input of SoftGAN, while the
output of SoftGAN is the soft mask image ISM . As shown
in Figure 4, our segmentor does not use pooling, and uses
LeafyRelu as the activation function in encode, which are
the same as DCGAN [30] and pix2pix [16]. Inspired by ls-
gan [25], our segmentor uses MSE loss(Equ. 6) minimizing
pixel-wise error measurements to supervise the generation
of soft masks.
lMSESeg =
1
r2WH
rW∑
x=1
rH∑
y=1
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Figure 4: The network structure of Soft Mask Segmentation GAN (SoftGAN).The upper network is a segmentor, and the
lower network is a discriminator.
Method U-net [31] Segnet [3] Deeplabv3+ [9] Unet++ [38] CasGANbin CE-net [12] CasGANwithoutSR CasGANsoft
Dice 0.831 0.832 0.854 0.893 0.911 0.913 0.916 0.919
IoU 0.753 0.748 0.764 0.824 0.852 0.858 0.843 0.864
ACC 0.990 0.989 0.989 0.993 0.993 0.995 0.993 0.994
Table 1: Evaluation on LNSM dataset. CasGANbin: CasGAN without soft mask; CasGANwithoutSR: CasGAN without
SRGAN.
where W and H are the width and height of original image,
while r is the amplification factor of ISR to the original
image.
Our discriminator uses the structure of CGAN [26] to in-
put the original image and the segmentation result together
into the identification. As shown in Figure 4, our discrimi-
nator performs pixel wise discrimination on the segmented
soft mask, and the output are the probabilities for all pixels.
Like many methods, our SoftGAN layer add an L1 loss
to the segmentor to better optimize the low frequency infor-
mation, and the total loss is:
G∗ = arg min
GSeg
max
DSeg
lSoftGAN (GSeg, DSeg) + λ lL1(GSeg)
(3)
3.3. Advantages and Applications of Our Soft Mask
Compared to the binary mask, there are several advan-
tages of our proposed soft mask labeling strategy for lung
nodules segmentation:
(1) Soft mask is easier for network learning: For train-
ing networks, soft mask labeling is a regularization strategy
that softens the traditional one-hot type of label, which can
effectively suppress over-fitting while calculating loss val-
ues. Specifically, using an independent distribution u(y),
the original ground-truth distribution q(y|x) and u(y) are
mixed and mapped to q′(y|x):
q′(y|x) = (1− ) ∗ q(y|x) + u(y) (4)
which is consistent with our practice by using the soft mask
as ground truth for training. The soft mask softens the bi-
nary labels, alleviating sample imbalance and overfitting
during training.
For transfer learning, the core idea of Knowledge Distil-
lation [15] is to obtain a small model that is more suitable
for reasoning from training the large model by migrating
knowledge.
Dice Doctor1 Doctor2 Doctor3 Doctor4 50%consensus Ours
Doctor1 1.000 0.706 0.731 0.625 0.775 0.777
Doctor2 0.706 1.000 0.744 0.649 0.829 0.743
Doctor3 0.731 0.744 1.000 0.763 0.830 0.808
Doctor4 0.625 0.649 0.763 1.000 0.697 0.697
50%consensus 0.775 0.829 0.830 0.697 1.000 0.863
Ours 0.777 0.743 0.808 0.697 0.863 1.000
Table 2: The performance of our CasGAN on the LIDC dataset, compared with the results of four doctors and consistency.
In the distillation of large-scale networks [1], Hinton be-
lieves that the best training objective function is shown in
Equ. 5, in which the loss function is a combination of the
soft and the hard targets, while the weight value of the soft
objective function should be larger.
L = αL(soft) + (1− α)L(hard) (5)
This means that we can use CasGAN to train a soft segmen-
tation network as a teacher network and pass the knowledge
to a binary segmentation network to make the student net-
work learn better.
Trianed CasGAN
Binary mask segmentation network
（Unet、Cenet、CasGAN..）
G  D
Binary Mask ground truth
Soft Mask
Input prior
Segmentation result
Lesion image 
image
target output
Figure 5: Segmentation network Cascade CasGAN to get
prior information.
(2) Soft mask has more accurate segmentation to re-
tain more useful information: There is a lot of patholog-
ical information on the edge of the lesion, but the binary
mask often does not retain them well. Because soft mask
achieves smooth transition of edges, it not only has better
visual effects but also represents more edge detail informa-
tion. As shown in Figure 6, our soft mask contains more
information than the binary mask. This information should
not be discarded.
Based on these advantages, in addition to better visual-
ization, soft masks can also be used in the following appli-
cations:
• Softening the binary labels: We propose a method to
soften the original binary mask image IMask. We take
the maximum of the pixels corresponding to IMaskx,y
and the soft mask ISoftMaskx,y obtained by section 3.1.
This ensures that the information of the original binary
mask is preserved and the edges is smooth. When test-
ing, simply set the threshold to close to 255 to per-
form binary segmentation. We verified this idea in sec-
tion 4.2 and 4.3.
max(ISoftMaskx,y , I
Mask
x,y ) = I
SofteningLabel
x,y (6)
• Cascading CasGAN to provide prior information:
As shown in Figure 5, we use CasGAN to generate
soft masks as prior information and input them to a
segmentation network. This is also a form of soft
attention, CasGAN learns to generate a soft mask
and uses it to guide the student network to better
segmentation. This method can significantly improve
some low-quality labeled segmentation tasks. We
verified this idea in section 4.3.
• Radiomics analysis: For radiomics analysis, the ROI
(Region Of Interest) of soft mask preserves more edge
details of the lung nodules, which is useful for ra-
diomics feature extraction and analysis. We verified
this idea in section 4.3.
ROI of Binary mask ROI of Soft maskROI comparison
Figure 6: The line of yellow color in the figure refers to the
boundary of the binary mask, and the line of black color
refers to the boundary of the soft mask.
4. Experiment
In this section, we set multiple experiments on the
LNSM, LIDC, PROMISE 2012 [23], and ISBI 2012
Method GC [4] Unet [31] [27] CF-CNN [34] [32] CasGANbin CasGAN++ CasGANsoft
Dice 0.689 0.795 0.690 0.822 0.930 0.925 0.925 0.931
Table 3: Comparison with other lung nodule segmentation methods on LIDC. CasGANbin: binary mask as ground truth;
CasGAN++: cascading CasGAN provide soft prior; CasGANsoft: softening binary mask as ground truth.
Method CasGANbin CasGANsoft CE-net CE-net++ CasGAN++
Dice 0.959 0.868 0.959 0.889 0.966 0.924 0.974 0.976 0.981 0.921
IoU 0.921 0.773 0.922 0.808 0.935 0.862 0.949 0.953 0.963 0.860
ACC 0.927 0.991 0.933 0.992 0.944 0.995 0.957 0.998 0.967 0.995
Table 4: Evaluations on ISBI 2012 (left) and PROMISE 2012 (right). CasGANbin: binary mask as ground truth;
CasGANsoft: softening mask as ground truth; CE-net++: CE-net cascade CasGAN to get soft prior.
dataset [7] to verify the effectiveness of our soft mask and
CasGAN.
Evaluation metrics: DICE, IoU, ACC and AUC are
used to evaluate our proposed method. For convenient, we
use the following denotations: TP for true positive, indi-
cates the number of samples that are actually positive sam-
ples predicted to be positive samples; TN for true nega-
tive, indicates the number of samples that are actually neg-
ative samples predicted to be negative samples; FP for false
positive; FN for false negative. Then, we mainly use the
above four metrics to evaluate our method as follows. The
DICE coefficient is a measure of the amount of uniformity
between two image regions and is widely used as a mea-
sure for evaluating segmentation performance in medical
images, and DICE = 2×TP2×TP+FP+FN ; the intersection
over union (IoU) score: IoU = TPTP+FP+FN ; ACC (accu-
racy rate): ACC = TP+TNTP+TN+FP+FN ; AUC (area under
curve) is a quantitative indicator of the ROC curve.
Training details: As described in section 3.1, we use
SRGAN with 5 ResidualBlocks for 4 times CT image super-
resolution. The corresponding weights of losses used by the
generator of SRGAN are 1, 0.001, 0.008 and 2e−8 for the
content loss (MSE loss), adversarial loss, perception loss,
and tv loss respectively. The initial learning rate of the op-
timizer adam is 0.01, and the iteration is 40 generations.
In order to build the training data, high-resolution CT im-
ages (512× 512) are obtained from the Deeplesion, and we
downsample these original lesion nodule images to get the
low-resolution image (128 × 128). The network structure
of the SoftGAN is shown in Figure 4 corresponding to the
segmentor and discriminator respectively, and the optimizer
is adam. The learning rate is set to 0.002, and starts to uni-
formly attenuate after 35 epochs. The weight λ of L1 loss in
our segmentor is set to 100. In the following experiments,
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
Figure 7: Visual comparison on the LIDC dataset, compared with the results of four doctors and consistency.(a) original
image.(b) labeled by doctor1. (c) labeled by doctor2. (d) labeled by doctor3. (e) labeled by doctor4. (f) 50% consensus
generated. (g) Our CasGAN generated trained on LNSM.
we trained SRGAN model by using the same parameter set-
tings.
4.1. Experiments on Lung Nodules with Soft Mask
(LNSM) Dataset
The DeepLesion dataset [36] consists of 32,735 large
numbers of important clinical radiological findings (lesions,
tumors, lymph nodes, etc.). These findings were from
10, 594 studies from 4, 559 patients, which were tagged and
measured by a physician through RECIST diameters. We
use the lung lesions of the Deeplesion dataset to build our
dataset (LNSM). According to the method described in Sec-
tion 3.1.2, we obtained 1500 CT lung nodules images with
soft mask. We randomly divide the dataset into a training
set of 1,000 and a test set of 500. All comparison methods
use the same dataset settings.
(1) Comparison with other 2D segmentation net-
works and ablation study: Due to the differences of the
soft mask and the binary mask, which should not be com-
pared directly, we convert soft mask to binary mask and
compare it with the baseline of the 2D medical segmenta-
tion task. Common segmentation methods segment lesions
by pixel-wise discrimination, so they have no way to train
soft masks. We binarize the soft masks with a threshold of
128 into a binary mask. For a fair comparison, we also bi-
narize the soft mask generated by CasGAN with 128 as the
threshold and compare it with the binary ground truth on
the test set. In this experiment, our method compares the
segmentation results with some 2D medical image segmen-
tation networks. U-net, Segnet and Deeplabv3+ are com-
mon baselines in medical image segmentation, Unet++ and
CE-net [12] are recently proposed end-to-end segmentation
networks for medical images. We also performed ablation
studys to compare the contribution of each part. The results
in Table 1 show that our method has achieved the highest in-
dex on the evaluation metrics including Dice, IoU and ACC.
Our GasGAN has achieved relatively good performance
on LNSM, which also implies that the generative model
based on pixel regression on the lesion segmentation task
can achieve the same effect as the discrimination model
based on classification. According to the results, soft mask
significantly improves the model, but SRGAN is not so sig-
nificant.
(2) Comparison with doctors: To further verify the seg-
mentation performance and generalization capabilities of
our CasGAN, we tested our CasGAN model on the LIDC
dataset with doctors, which is trained on our LNSM dataset.
We selected 500 lung nodules from LIDC , and use the
model not retrained on LIDC to compare with the mask
labeled by the 4 doctors and doctors’ 50% consensus im-
ages (merge areas labeled by at least 50% of doctors). As
shown in Figure 7 and Table 2, our results have better seg-
mentation visualization results. In addition, although there
is a gap between the masks labeled by different doctors, our
CasGAN’s segmentation results which binarize with 128 as
the threshold are the closest to the doctors’ 50% consen-
sus, with the dice score 86.3% (as shown in Table 2). At
the same time, the experimental results in Figure 7 can also
validate that our CasGAN trained on our LNSM dataset is
robust and versatile on different lung nodule datasets.
4.2. Experiments on LIDC dataset
The public dataset Lung Image Database Consortium
and Image Database Resource Initiative (LIDC) is cre-
ated by the Lung Image Database Alliance and the Image
Database Resource Program (LIDC-IDRI) [2], which con-
tains 1356 nodules from 1018 cases. Almost every nodule
case contains the coordinates of the painting boundary and
visual features of four radiologists.
Comparison with other Lung nodule segmentation
methods: We selected 119 lesions from the LIDC dataset
for train and test, of which 60% were used as training sets
and 40% were used as test sets. In this experiment we use
the method mentioned in section 3.1.2 to label the soft mask
with annotation of four doctors. Specially, we used soften-
ing the binary mask strategy to obtain training data in sec-
tion 3.3. While training CasGAN with a binary mask, we
also cascading a trained CasGAN generate soft mask to pro-
vide priori information. Our method is compared with the
Dice scores claimed by these methods. Note that, graph
cut (GC) [4] and Unet [31] are widely used in the field of
medical image segmentation, and are used as the baseline
method on many datasets. Mukharji et al. [27] proposed a
method of lung nodule segmentation using graph cut and
deep learning probability map. Roy et al. [32] combined
deep learning with shape driven level sets and used a coarse-
to-fine solution. CF-CNN [34] proposed a central focused
convolutional neural network.
The experimental results in table 3 show that our Cas-
GAN has achieved very good performance on LIDC, and
the softened binary mask has also improved significantly.
Cascading CasGAN provides the prior is mainly effective
on low-quality annotations. We use a selected high-quality
mask datasets, so dice score did not improve.
4.3. Other Experiments
(1) Validated on other medical datasets:
To validate our method for the application of medical
images beyond lung nodules, we performed experiments
on ISBI 2012 and PROMISE 2012 [23]. ISBI 2012 is the
task of segment neuronal structure. We augmented the ISBI
dataset to obtain 300 images. We use 240 of them as the
training set and 60 as the testing set. PROMISE 2012 is the
task of segment prostate MRI volumes. The prostate can as-
sume a variety of appearances in different scans, so this is a
difficult task. We used 526 images as training set and 131 as
Dataset Model Binary mask Soft mask
ACC AUC ACC AUC
Decision tree 0.81 0.81 0.83 0.81
LNSM KNN 0.77 0.87 0.87 0.94
SVM 0.84 0.90 0.88 0.91
Decision tree 0.683 0.63 0.83 0.88
LIDC KNN 0.65 0.75 0.83 0.92
SVM 0.72 0.76 0.83 0.92
Table 5: The classification accuracy and auc of the ra-
diomics features of soft mask and binary mask are obtained
by using common machine learning methods.
testing set. In the ISBI 2012 and PROMISE 2012 dataset,
we using soft segmentation CasGAN provide soft prior for
binary segmentation CasGAN and CE-net respectively. The
experimental results are shown in the following table 4. Our
strategy have performed well on these two datasets, so our
method has a good prospect for generalization.
(2) Verified the superiority of soft mask in radiomics:
Radiomics has demonstrated the relevance of a variety of
quantitative imaging biomarkers for various cancer types.
Usually, benign lesions are smooth (regular) and malignant
lesions are burrs that can be judged by doctors directly ac-
cording to the margin, sphericity and spiculation character-
istics. After doctors selected, we set up a classification ex-
periment of smoothness and burrs to verify the soft mask’s
ability of shape expression. We selected 200 lung nodule
images on the LNSM data and 60 on LIDC, with the ratio
of smooth to burr is 1 : 1 respectively. We extracted 93 fea-
tures using the professional tool pyradiomic [29], and then
used common machine learning methods (decision trees,
KNN, svm) to classify images based on these features. The
soft mask is obtained using the method mentioned in sec-
tion 3.1. The LIDC binary mask is obtained by using the
four doctors’ 50% consistent masks mentioned earlier, and
the LNSM binary mask is obtained by using a soft mask
with 128 as the threshold. The results are shown in Table 5.
We don’t extract the shape features but the radiomics fea-
tures in the ROI, so both too large and too small ROI will
impair the results. The ROI of the soft mask contains more
pathological information around the lesion, indicating that
the soft mask is more conducive to characterizing lesions
than the binary mask, and has positive significance for ra-
diomics feature extraction and subsequent diagnostic anal-
ysis. Both soft mask and binary mask have their features
extracted from soft mask ROI and binary mask ROI, and
their intermediate region ROI can be used at the same time
in radiomics analysis.
5. Conclusion
To solve the problem of accurate segmentation of lung
nodules, we proposed CasGAN which can cope with CT
images super-resolution and segmentation tasks simultane-
ous to achieve accurate segmentation of lung nodules. In
our CasGAN, soft mask is introduced which is conducive to
both radiomics and network learning, and can be employed
to improve other medical image segmentation tasks. We
also proposed methods for generating soft masks using RE-
CIST weak supervisory information or binary mask. Soft
mask can improve the performance of binary segmentation
by softening the binary mask and providing the prior infor-
mation. Soft mask can be applied as a trick to rough and
low quality labeled challenges and datasets. Besides, we
provide a new dataset LNSM for studies, containing 1500
soft mask images.
PROMISE	
Image
ISBI	
Image
Trimap Soft	Mask Prediction Groundtruth
Figure 8: Experiments on ISBI 2012 [7] and PROMISE
2012 [23]. From left to right are the original image, the
trimap image, the soft mask image obtained by 3.1, the re-
sults of our CasGAN prediction, and the ground truth.
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